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Abstract 
We show that the set of all CT-differentiable maps satisfying both Axiom A and the strong 
transversality is open with respect to the C’-topology (r 2 1). This was proved by Newhouse 
and Palis for the class of C’-diffeomorphisms. However, it also is obtained from the structural 
stability theorem for CT-diffeomorphisms by Robbin and Robinson. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
It is known [9] that the set of all C”-diffeomorphisms satisfying both Axiom A and 
the strong transversality is C-open in the set of all C’-diffeomorphisms (r 2 1). Thus 
it will be natural to ask whether the result is true for differentiable maps. We know that 
the transversality condition is well defined for differentiable maps. By using it, Sakai 
[15] showed that the set of all C’-regular maps satisfying Axiom A and the strong 
transversality is C-open in the set of (Y-differentiable maps. After that it was proved 
[7] that every C-differentiable map satisfying Axiom A and no cycles is G-inverse limit 
stable, and the set of such C-differentiable maps is C-open. 
Differentiable maps have singular points for the case when they are not regular. For 
the class of CT-differentiable maps including this case we prove the following 
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Theorem. The set of all C’-differentiable maps satisfying both Axiom A and the strong 
transversality of a closed C” manifold is open in the set of all P-differentiable maps 
endowed with the CT-topology (r 2 1). 
This has remained as an unsolved problem in differentiable maps. In non-invertible 
dynamical systems it was proved by Przytycki [ 111 that in general a CT-differentiable 
map satisfying Axiom A and the strong transversality is not structurally stable (r 2 1). 
Thus we have to use the techniques in [9] to obtain the conclusion of the theorem. To 
do so we shall proceed the argument within framework of the methods developed in 
investigating the dynamics of diffeomorphisms. 
Let M be a closed C” manifold and let a differentiable map f : M + M satisfy 
Axiom A and the strong transversality. Since the strong transversality implies no cycles, 
as stated above g is an Axiom A map with no cycles if g is CT-near to f. Thus, for 
the proof of the theorem one needs only to check that such a g satisfies the strong 
transversality. To do so the technique used in [ 151, in the class of all regular maps, does 
not work to our case, because in general g is not regular. Thus we have to develop 
another method to obtain the conclusion. 
Let C’(M) be the set of all C’-differentiable maps endowed with the C’-topology 
(r 3 1). If the derivative of f at 5, o,f, is not surjective, then we say that the point 
z is singular. It is easily checked that the set of all singular points is closed in M. 
A differentiable map f is said to be regular if f has no singular points. 
Denote as M the topological product space nrm M and define a compatible metric d 
on Nil by Z((Z~), (9,)) = cya d(z,, y,)@ for (z,), (vy,) E M, where d is a metric 
on M induced by a Riemannian metric, We define a continuous map fl: M 4 M by 
f&J> = (f(G)). 
Then the projection P” : M 4 M defined by P’((x,)) = 20 satisfies P” o f = f o PO. 
For a subset n an f-invariant set A, is defined by 
n, = {(Z,) E Ml: Z, E n, f(z,) = X,+1 ) n E z}. 
Ifn,#0thenjlnf:n, --+ A, is a homeomorphism. Remark that A, = Mf # 0 when 
A = M. 
Let 7r : TIM -+ M be a tangent bundle of M and ]I .II be a Riemannian metric on TM. 
Define a subset of the product topological space Ml x TM by 
TM = {(E, u) E M x TM: P”(E) = n(w)} 
and define a Finsler /I . 11 on T&I by II(Z,w)II = IIwII. Then Z:T&! + &II defined by 
E(Z, U) = Z is a Co-vector bundle over M. Define the projection p” : TM + TM by 
p’(E:, v) = w. Then, 
~“jT,Wn: TJU -+ Tpa(j.jM 
is a linear isomorphism where TzM = ?’ (5). A linear bundle map Of: TIVI + TNI 
covering f is defined by 
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Then we have Df”(T&I) c T~C,jM and P a o Df = Df o p. To simplify the notation 
we write D,f = Df”lT~IVlI. For a subset xdefine 
A closed f-invariant set A (f(A) = A) 1s said to be hyperbolic if TM[lAf splits into the 
Whitney sum TM1 A - E” $ E” of subbundles E” and E”, and there are C > 0 and 
0 < X < 1 such that ’ - 
(i) Df(ES) c ES and Df(EU) = E”, 
(ii) DflE” : E” + E” is invertible, 
(iii) IIDpIESII < CX” and II(DfIE’-‘-‘“II 6 CX” for n 3 0, 
where IIT (/ denotes the supremum norm of a linear bundle map T. The number X is 
called the skewness of A. It is checked [6,11] that there are a Riemannian metric II /I’ 
and 0 < X’ < 1 such that for n > 0 
I[D~~ES\~' < (xfy, Ij(DflEU)-"II' 6 @'In. 
Thus we suppose C = 1 with respect to the Riemannian metric II I(. 
Let {xn} be a sequence such that xn + x as n + co. Then we say that a subspace 
E(z”) of TzrLM converges to a subspace E of T,M as n + co (E(x”) + E) if 
(a) dim E(x”) = dim E = m > 0 for n, 
(b) for a basis {w’, I?,. ,~“}ofEthereisabasis{v~,v~,...,v~}ofE(x”)such 
that II& + ui as n + 00 (1 < i < m). 
Let E c Th4l be a linear subbundle over ;I. Put E(5) = E n Tzhl for Ic E il. We say 
that E is continuous if 
P’(E(Z?)) + ~“(E(Z)) (n + m) 
for {Z”} converging to Z E x (pa : TM 4 TM is the projection defined as above). 
Similarly we can define the continuity of a linear subbundle over a subset of M. 
For a hyperbolic set A (T&II Af = E” @ E”) it is easily checked that E” is continuous 
(0 = s. u). 
Let { Wn} be a family of C-closed disks in M. Suppose dim IV” = dim IV0 > 0 for 
n. Then we say that W” converges to W” in the CT-sense if there is a C-embedding 
h, : IV0 -+ Ad such that 
(a) hn(Wo) = W”, 
(b) h, converges to iwo in the CT-topology, 
where iwo : IV0 --+ M is the inclusion map. 
We can introduce the Hausdorff metric for the space of closed subsets of a compact 
metric space. Concerning with sequences of closed subsets of M, we remark that there 
are two kind of convergence with respect to the Hausdorff metric and the CT-sense. 
For E > 0 and Z E Mf the local stable and the local unstable manifolds are defined 
by 
Wz(K f) = {Y E M: d(x,, F(Y)) 6 E for 7~ 3 O}, 
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W,“(E, f) = { y E M: there exists Y E Mf such that Yc = y 
and d(z_=, Y+) < E for n, 2 O}. 
Then, IV:@, f) = I%‘~(~, f) for 2, g E MIX with 20 = Yo. 
The proof of the main result relies on the following proposition for differentiable maps. 
Proposition 1.1 (Hirsh, Pugh and Shub [4]). Let f : A4 --) M be a CT-differentiable 
map. If A is a hyperbolic set of f, then there exist a compact neighborhood U of 
A and a neighborhood i7A0( f) of f satisfying the following properties: 
(1) P’(U,) is a hyperboEic set for g E L/o(f) (denote as TIVIIU, = ES(g) @S E”(g) 
the hyperbolic splitting of P”(U,)), 
(2) there exist EO > 0 and 0 < X0 < 1 such that for 0 < E < EO and g E Z&,(f) the 
following hold: 
(4 
(b) 
(cl 
(4 
(4 
w% d&l9 is a continuous family of P-disks for u = s, u, 
Tz,w,“(Kgg) = F’(E”(Kg)) f or Z = (x~) E U, and u = s,u, where 
E”(JI, g) = E”(g) n TzIVlI, 
W,s(Z,g) n W,“(Z,g) = (20) for z = (z,) E u,, 
for Z E U, and y, z E IV:@, g) 
+P(Y)JW) G Xd(Y, z) (n 2 0)) 
for Z E U, and y, z E W:(Z-, g), if 5 = (y,) E M,, yo = y and 2 = (zn) E 
Mg, .ZO = z, and moreover 
(0 d(=,, y-J 6 E (n > O), 
(ii) d(z_,, z-,) < E (n b O), 
then 
d(Y-,, 2-n) 6 A,nd(Y, 2) (n b O), 
if g + f in the C’-topology and ?iF 4 8 (Zf E Uf, 3 E U,), then 
IV: (3, g ) -+ IV! (Z:f ,f ) in the P-sense for o = s, u. 
For Z E Mj the stable and the unstable sets are defined by 
IWE, f) = {Y E M: Jm_d(xn, Y(Y)) = 0}, 
W” (2, f) = { y E M: there is Y E Mf satisfying ys = y 
and Jlmd(zn, y_,) = O}. 
Then, LV(Z, f) = W’(F, f) f or E, g E Mf with 20 = yc. If A is a hyperbolic set, for 
2 E A, we have 
~“(~,_f) = fi f-n(q(P(W)), lW%f) = fi fn(w:(PW,.f>). 
n=O n=o 
Remark that IP(E,f) (C = s, u) are not always the manifolds like the stable and 
unstable manifolds given by diffeomorphisms. However we can define the transversality 
condition between Ws(Z, f) and I%‘“(~, f) as follows. 
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Let c = (1~~) and Z = (2,) be points in A,. We say that Ws(y, f) is transversal 
to IV”(Z,f) if f “+“lWz(J-“(3, f) is transversal to IVi(Jn(g. f) for E > 0 small 
enough and n, m 3 0. Let Ws(y, f) rl W”(Z, f) # 0 and take a point x from the set. 
Then there is a point 5Y = (5,) E Mf such that 50 = z and d(z_,, z_,) 4 0 as n + X. 
For this case we say that IV@, f) and W”(Z, f) meet transversally at x for Z if 
for E > 0 small enough and for n, m 3 0 satisfying x, E IVz(fn(g, f) and 
d(x_,_k, z-,-k) < E (Ic 3 0). The following are equivalent: 
(1) W’(F, f) is transversal to IV”@, f), 
(2) either IV” (@, f ) n IV” (5, f) = 0, or Ws (F, f) and IV” (Z, f) meet transversally at 
z for E whenever, for z E W’(g, f) n WU(Z, f), E = (zn) E Mf with z. = x 
satisfies d(z_,, z_,) 4 0 as n 4 oo. 
The nonwandering set n(f) is defined by 
0(f) = {x E M: for U( ) x a neighborhood of x there is n > 0 
satisfying U(X) n f”(U(z)) # 0). 
Obviously, Q(f) is closed and satisfies that f(.Q(f)) c O(f) and Per(f) c L?(f), where 
Per(f) denotes the set of all periodic points of f. A differentiable map f is said to satisfy 
Axiom A if 
(i) Per(f) is dense in n(f), 
(ii) Q(f) is hyperbolic. 
We say that an Axiom A differentiable map f satisfies the strong transversal@ if 
IV’@, f) is transversal to W”(Z, f) for g, 2 E Q(f)f. 
Recall that a hyperbolic set n is isolated if there is a compact neighborhood U such 
that Uf = A,. Such a U is called an isolated block of A. If A is isolated and has a point 
3: E A such that {f”(z): n 3 0} is dense in A, then we say that A is a basic set. Set 
W(A,f) = u IV(Z,f), w”(A,f) = u W”(Cf) 
Self %A, 
If f satisfies Axiom A, then n(f) is decomposed into a finite union n(f) = A, u 
. . U Al of basic sets, which is called the spectral decomposition. A subfamily { Aii : 1 < 
j < n + 1) is called a cycle if 
(i) Ai, = A- %,+I 7 
(ii> Ai, # Ai , (1 G j # j’ < n), 
(iii> wS(A,3T If) n {W”(Ai,+, , f) - A,,,, > # 0 (1 < j < n). 
We recall that if an Axiom A differentiable map f satisfies the strong transversality then 
f has no cycles. 
Let n(f) = A 1 (f) U. . U A,(f) be the spectral decomposition of f. Since each Ai (f) 
is isolated, we let Ui be its isolated block of Ai (f). By Proposition 1.1(l), 
A,(g) = P”(U;) (9 E Uo(f), 1 < i 6 1) (1.1) 
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is hyperbolic (PO : M -+ M is the projection defined as above). Since f has no cycles, by 
taking Ui and tic(f) such that the their sizes are small enough we have the following: 
(a) for g_E Uo(f_) there is a_lo_nto) homeomorphism h, : O(f), + fi’(g)g such that 
h, of = co h, and sup{d(h,(E), Z): E E n(f),} -+ 0 if g converges to f in the 
CT-topology (such a f is called c-O-inverse limit stable [7]), 
(b) f?d = p”MJIGiGl W,) for g E UO(_O 
(c) g E L/o(f) satisfies Axiom A and has no cycles, 
(d) o(g) = A, (9) u . . . U Al(g) is the spectral decomposition of g E U,-,(f), 
(e) for 1 6 i < 1, &(g) + Ai with respect to the Hausdorff metric when g 
converges to f in the C’-topology. 
Finally we briefly indicate how the proof of the main theorem is given from the above 
preparations. Let f satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality. Let A(f) be a basic set 
of f and v be a neighborhood of n(f),. Then the basic set A(g) of g corresponding to 
A(f) is contained in P’(v). We extend here the hyperbolic splitting on A(g) such that 
the vector bundle TMI~nM~ splits into the Whitney sum Y’IM~~nn/l, = @(g)@@(g) 
of vector bundles over f n ibIg. Then p’(@(g)) contains the union of tangent spaces 
of all points in local stable manifolds of A(g), and also F’(E”(g)) contains the union of 
tangent spaces of all points in local unstable manifolds of A(g). Thus, for Fg = (9:) E 
A(g)g, another basic set A’(g) and 3 = (2:) E A’(g),, to show that IV($J,g) and 
W”(Zg, g) are transversal, if there are J: E M and m > 0 such that z E IV~(Zs, g) and 
gm(5) E W;(gm(g9),g), then we reach at our goal by showing 
P(ES(~m(Zq,g)) +P(D,sgm(EU(5?,g))) = TS”(#, (1.2) 
where 59 = (a$) E kfg satisfies ~0” = z and d(z?,,&) < E (n > 0). For the case 
when f has no singular points we have that if g converges to f in the C-topology then 
ES(gm(Eq,g) -+ E”(f”(Ef),f), 
Diogm(EU(Zg,g)) + D,ff”(EU(Zf,f)). 
Since f satisfies the strong transversality, (1.2) holds for g arbitrarily near f. For the 
case when f has singular points, 
E”(g”(Zs),g) --+ E”(f”(Zf),f) 
as g + f in the C’-topology and there is a subspace K C T+(,,)M such that 
&gm(EU(Z?, g)) -+ K, D,ffm(k”(Zf, f)) c K. 
Thus we have (1.2) when g is CT-close to f. In any case, whenever f satisfies Axiom A 
and the strong transversality, there is an open neighborhood W of f so that each g E W 
has Axiom A and the strong transversality. 
2. More properties of differentiable maps 
For the proof of our result we begin by recalling a few notions and facts, which 
play important roles in the arguments below. Let f satisfy Axiom A and the strong 
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transversality, and let & (f ) and ~0 > 0 be as in Proposition 1.1. Hereafter &I ( f ) and EO 
are fixed. 
Our main purpose is to determine the size of a neighborhood of f such that all 
members belonging to the neighborhood satisfy the strong transversality. Thus we let all 
neighborhoods of f chosen in the arguments below be contained in &(f). 
By the choice of &o(f) remark that the number of basic sets obtained by the spectral 
decomposition of the nonwandering set of g belonging to ZAo(f) equals to the number 1 
of basic sets of f. Thus, hereafter we fix the number 1 and proceed the argument. 
Let A(g) be a basic set for g E Z&(f). For 0 < T < EO and c = s, u define 
W+Mg) = u lV(Cg), 
ZE%7), 
and for x E M, S c M and 6 > 0 set 
d(x, S) = inf{d(z, 1~): y E S}, U&(S) = {X E M: d(x,S) < 5}. 
The following lemma is easily checked by Proposition 1.1 (for details, see [5,8]), and 
so we omit the proof. 
Lemma 2.1. For r > 0 small enough there exist 0 < x < 1, SO > 0 and a neighborhood 
U(f) off such thatfor g E U(f) and x E Uh”(A(g)) 
(1) Jd(g(4, W?YA(g),g)) < d(x, WA(g), g))* 
0) d(g(x), WYA(g),g)) 6 Xd(? W(A(g),g)). 
For g E A(g)g and n 3 0 define 
W,“(Q,g)-n = {X E M: Sk(x) E W,“(Z?(C),g), 0 6 k < n}, 
W(Q)&” = u W(Y,g)-“. 
@3%7), 
Lemma 2.2. For g E Z&(f) and n 3 0 
(a) W:(A(g), g)-” is closed, 
(b) W’(A(g), g)P c V’(A(g), g)P+‘, 
(c) ,rf’@, g)-n : W:(y, g)-” ---f W:(g(@), g)-n+’ is a homeomorphism for c E 
(4 gW.iA(g), g)P) = W(A(g), g)Y+‘, 
(e) W(A(g), g)+ converges to IV:(A(f), f)-” with respect to the Hausdorfmetric 
when g converges to f in the C’-topology. 
Proof. (a)-(d) are clear. It only remains to see (e). By (a) we can suppose that 
W’;(A(g), g)-n converges to some closed subset K with respect to the Hausdorff metric 
when g converges to f. Thus it is enough to prove 
K = V(W), f>_“. 
It is clear that K c W,“(A(f), f)-“. T o s h ow the inverse inclusion take and fix a point 
z E W,u(A(f),f)-“. Th en, 2 E W,U(y,f)-” for some 5 E A(f)f, and so f”(z) E 
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w,“(.?(i&f) for 0 6 k < n. Remark that f satisfies E-Q-inverse limit stability. Since 
g is C-close to f (g E Z&(f)), there is an (onto) homeomorphism h, : f2(f)f + f2(g)g 
such that h,oJ = go%, on L’(f) f and sup{$h,(Z), 2): E E L’(f)f} + 0 if g converges 
to f in the CT-topology. Since 
XY(U7)) = &(f”(9) -+ _?(GJ (9 -+ f in C7, 
by Proposition 1.1(2)(f) we have 
lVJ(~R(Lg($),g) --f W,U(fn(@),f) in the CT-sense. 
Thus there is zg E W,U(gn(?E,(g),g) such that 29 + fn(x). Since 
x9 E wr”(Gn(&7(G&g)> 
there is 3’ = (x”,) E A& with xi = x9 such that xtl, E IVz($-‘“(&(g), g) for k 2 0. 
Then, 
+L E w,“(&(GLg)-, c w,u&(&g). 
If g converges to f in the CT-topology, for fixed n we have x5, 4 z E K. Since, for 
O<k<n, 
gk(x5J E w(f?TG4~):g)> 
W~(~‘&(~),g) ---) WJ(j”(@),f) in the CT-sense, 
we have 
f”(4 E IK’(.?%&f) (0 6 k 6 n), 
and so 
z E Iv,“@, f)_“. 
Since f”(z) = lim,,f gn(x?,) = lim,,f x9 = f”(x) and fnlWJ(@, f)-” is a home- 
omorphism by (c), we have x = z E K. Therefore, K 3 IV,'?(A(f), f)-n. 0 
We define 
?(A(g),g) = IV@(g),g> - K+(g):g)-’ c lq4g),g>: 
which is called the fundamental domain of IV+‘(A(g), g). Here the notation 3 denotes 
the closure of S. Then, 
?(4g),g) ” 4g) = 0. (2.1) 
Indeed, choose 0 < E < T such that d(x, y) < E (x, y E M) implies d(g(x), g(y)) < r. 
Then, 
I%@:, 9) n g-i (V((s(% 9)) 3 KY% 9). 
For Z E A(g)g it follows from Proposition 1.1(2)(e) that glW:(Z,g) : W,“(E,g) + 
W&(&T), g) is injective, and so gIW,U(Z, g) is an into homeomorphism. Thus, 
~,u(~,g)-’ = W,u(Kg) ng-‘(W,“(G(%g)), 
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and so 
W(&)d$ 1 %(&Lg). 
It is checked [3] that IVJ(A(g),g) IS a neighborhood of A(g) in Wt”(A(g), g), and 
therefore we have (2.1). 
For n > 0 define a set by 
F,(4g),g)-n = W@(g)&, - W(4g),g)-n-’ c W(A(g)>g), 
Then we have 
(a) C’(A(g), 9)’ = Cu(A(s), 91, 
(b) C’(4s), g)-” converges to F,” (A(f), f)-” with respect to 
the Hausdorff metric when g converges to f. 
(2.2) 
(c) EY4g), g)Y n A(g) = 0. 
Indeed, (a) is clear. (b) is obtained by Lemma 2.2(e), and the proof of (c) is similar to 
that of (2.1). 
Lemma 2.3. Let n1 > 0 be an arbitrary integer: Then for r > 0 there exist n2 3 nl 
and a neighborhood U(f) of f such thatfor g E 24(f) and z E F,U(A(g),g)-“’ there is 
nl < k 6 n2 sat@ing g”(z) E F,U(A(g),g). 
Proof. It is enough to prove that for nt > 0 and T > 0 there exist nz 3 nt and U(f) 
such that for g E U(f) and 
2 E W(A(g),g)-,’ - W(4g)~-~‘-‘, 
there is nt < k < n2 satisfying g”(z) E F.(A(g),g). 
To do so suppose it does not hold. Then there are nt > 0 and r > 0 such that for 
n 3 n1 we have 
Qn (5 wolf). xn E W(4gn),sn)-n’ - W(&,),gn)-n’-’ 
such that gn converges to f in the C’-topology and 
gE(z”) $ F,U(A(g,),g,) (nt 6 k G n). 
Since 9 E IVJ(A(gn),gn)-nl, we have gi(?) E IV:(A(g,),gn) for 0 < j < nt. 
Since gz’(zn) E W’:(A(g,),gn) and 
g,“‘(z”) @ W(4gAgn) - W(4grL),gn)-t c F,u(A(g,),g,), 
it is clear that g,“‘(9) E W:(A(gn),gn)-‘, and so g,“‘+‘(9) E W,“(A(g,),gn). Re- 
peating this manner, 
g:(zn) E w,“(4g,),gn) (0 < k 6 n). 
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We suppose x1’ --f x as n -+ cc (take a subsequence if necessarily). Since gn converges 
to f in the C-topology, we have 
f”(x) E W,u(U)>f) (k 2 O), 
and so x E A(f). Since 
xn E w,u(n(9,),9Jn’ - ~:(A(9&9Jn’-1> 
we have 
II: E w@(f), f)_“’ - IV;(A(f),f)_“1-l = F,U(A(f),f)? 
Therefore, 
z E F,“(U), f>_“’ n A(f), 
which contradicts (2.2)(c). 0 
Let g E Z&(f) and U be a neighborhood of A(g), and then we can define 
W&(A(g),g) = {x E M: g”(x) E U for n 3 0}, 
IV; (A(g), g) = {II: E M: there exists Z E It!lg satisfying x0 = x 
and x_+ E U for n > O}. 
Lemma 2.4. For r > 0 there exist a neighborhood U( f) off and 0 < 6, < r such that 
for 9 E U(f) 
6) WA(g), 9) 1 w&, (n(g)) (A(g), 9L 
(ii) W(A(g), 9) 1 Wj,, C,Cgjj(A(g), 9). 
Lemma 2.4 is easily checked by using the following lemma, and so we omit the proof. 
Lemma 2.5 (Guckenheimer, Moser and Newhouse 123). For E > 0 there are 6 > 0 and 
a neighborhood U(f) of f such thatfor g E U(f) and a sequence {gm} C A(g)g with 
&(Fm), vm+‘) < 6 (m E Z) there exists apointz E A(g)g satisfying &m(Z),gm) < 
& (m E Z). 
Lemma 2.5 extends slightly a result for diffeomorphisms, and so we omit the proof. 
For S c M and r > 0 define 
0, [S, A(9)] = { z E M: there is N > 0 such that gN(x) E 5’ 
and g”(x) E U,(A(g)) for 0 6 m 6 N}. (2.3) 
Lemma 2.6. For r > 0, n > 0 and (Y > 0 there exist a neighborhood U(f) of f and 
62 > 0 such thatfor g E U(f) 
W (A(g), 9) ” 0, [k (C’(A(g)> 9) -“> > 4d] 1 U6z (4d). 
Proof. For r > 0 we can choose 0 < r’ < r such that if d(z, y) < r’ (5, y E M) then 
d(f”(z), f”(y)) < T for 0 < Ic < n. Thus, 
k? (A(f), f) c W(A(f), f)-“. 
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Choose 61 > 0 and a neighborhood U’(f) satisfying Lemma 2.4 for T’. 
If the lemma does not hold, form > 0 there exist gm E U’(f) and xm E Ullm(A(gm)) 
such that gm converges to f in the C’-topology and 
xrn $ q%Am) uo,[u,(F,“(n(g,),g,)-“),n(g)]. 
Since 
xm !z W(&ASm) 1 W(~(~A7m) 2 ~~,,(,(,_))(Il(g,),g,), 
there is t, > 0 such that 
gkW’7 E us, (A&x)) (0 G k 6 t,), gk+‘(~:m) $ Us, (n&J). 
Define y” = (y,“) E M by 
(2.4) 
Yin = 1 gk,-f”(x”) (t 3 -tm), Xrn (t < -tm). 
Ifym - + y as m -+ 00, then we have F E Mf since t, + cc as m -+ 00 and 
gm(yr) = Y?+~ for k > -t,. The fact that yTk = g$“(zm) E Us,(A(g,)) for 
0 6 k 6 t, ensures that 
Y-k E us, (A(f)) (k 3 0); 
and so 
YO E w;;,, (A(~)) (W)> f) c V (A(f), f) c W(N), f)-“. 
Since y1 q! int Us,(A(f)), we have y. q! A(f), and so 
YO E V(U), f)-” - A(f). 
Take ko 3 0 satisfying 
~j E W’ (A(f)> f) -n (0 6 j < ko) and yko+l $ w,“(A(.f), f)-“. 
Then, 
~ko 4 W(W),f)-“-I. 
(2.5) 
since f(W,“(A(f), f)-“-‘) = W,“(A(f), f)-” by Lemma 2.2(d). Thus, 
YIC~ E W’(W), f)-” - W(W), ,)-,-’ c F,(W)> f)-” 
c K@+W)J-n). 
Since gk+““(x”) = yc + yko as m 4 co, we have by (2.2)(b), (2.4) and (2.5) 
Sm t~+koW7 E &(K+Q,),g,)-n), 
g&W7 E U#g,)) (0 < k < t, + ko) 
for m large enough, from which 
xrn E o,[U~(F,(A(gm),gm)-7L),A(g,)]. 
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This is a contradiction. •I 
For g E U,(f) and T > 0, define a closed set by 
@4&g) = {z f i$,: zo E F,“(A(g),g) and 
x_, E W,U (A(g), g) for n 3 O}. (2.6) 
It is easily checked that if E = (2,) E Ms satisfies ~0 6 n(g) and there is @ = (y,) E 
/1(g)9 such that d(z_,, y_,) 4 0 as n + co, then there is m E Z such that 
S=-W E qW>!+ (2.7) 
The following lemma is easily checked by using Lemma 2.5, and so we omit the proof. 
Lemma 2.7. For T > 0 there exist a neighborhood Ul(f) of f and 0 < ~1 < r so 
thatfor g E 241 (f) and 22 = (x~) E @, (A(g),g) there is X = (xn) E A(g), satisfjkg 
d(xnr z_,) < rfor n > 0. 
Since g E i!4o(f) satisfies Axiom A, 0(g) is a hyperbolic set with the skewness 
0 < A(g) < 1. Thus, by Proposition 1.1 
sup X(g) = x < 1. 
semi 
For g E 240(f) we write 
W4?), = ES(S) @ E”(g) 
the splitting of TMII1(g),. The following proposition extends slightly a result for dif- 
feomorphisms. The proof is obtained by running on that of the result and thus we omit 
the proof. 
Proposition 2.8 (Hirsh, Palis, Pugh and Shub [3]). Let X > 0 be as above. For X1 with 
X < XI < 1 there exist neighborhoods v(A(f)f) and 242(f) such thatfor g E l&(f) 
(9 A(g)9 c V(A(f)f)J 
(ii) there exists a continuous spktting TMl~(A(f)~)nnl, = @(g)@@(g) satisfying 
the following properties: 
64 -@(g)lAtg), = ES(g), @(g)lA(g), = E”(g), 
(b) QG(@(&g)) c &7(&g) und Il~~Yl~(Lg)Il 6 XI 
for C E v(A(f3.f) n T-’ (v(A(f)f )n J4, 
(c) IIs ?I e (y, g) is invertible, 
where E”(y, g) = E”(g) n T$ML (a = s, u, c E v(A(f)~) fl Mg). 
Let r/‘(n(f)f) be a neighborhood of fl(f)f as in Proposition 2.8. Then there are a 
closed neighborhood V(A(f)) of A(f) _d an n >OsuchthatforZZ= (zk) E Mif 
zk E V(A(f)) for --n < Ic 6 n then Z E V(A(f)f). S ince the number of the basic sets 
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of f was 1, we denote as no the maximal number of the integer n’s as above. Then, for 
each basic set A(f) 
G(A(f)f) 1 {Z = (zk) E MI: zk E V(A(f)), -no < k < no}. (2.8) 
For the convenience of the notation we suppose that the right and left sides of (2.8) are 
equal. 
Choose 243(f) c U,(f) an d 7-2 with 0 < ~2 < ~0 such that for g E 243 (f) 
(1) ET2 (4lh) c qwf) 3 
(2) if +4W) G TV, then g”(z) E intV(A(f,) for 0 < k < no, (2.9) 
(3) if d(z,Y) 6 71, then d(g(s)l g(y)) G ~0: 
where &_(S) = (2 E M: (iiE, s) < T} and z(%. 3) = inf{;iiz,a: j? E 9) for a 
subset 5. 
Lemma 2.9. LA v(A(j)r), L&(f) and r2 > 0 be as above and let 
mqqqf)f) n MJ = E”(y) G3 J+(g) 
be a splitting as in Proposition 2.8. For g E Uj (f) 
(a) & for Z = (xcn) E v(A(f)f) n Mg, there is y = (yn) E A(g)g such that 
250 E W&(Y,g), then 
(i> C"(Z) E v(n(f)j)n M9 (A 2 O>, 
(ii) F’(E”(T, g)) = T,,W$ (Y, g), 
(b) iJ; for 55 = (xn) E Mg, there is y = (yn) E A(g)9 such that ~(Lc-,,! y+) 6 r2 
(n > 0), then 
6) S-“(Z) E e(A(.f)f) n Mg (k 3 O), 
(ii) PO(+(E, g)) = T,,W,“,(Q. g). 
Proof. Let V(A(f)) d an no be as in (2.8). To show (a) take 
E = (~1 E @W)f) n Mg 
such that zo E W&(c,g) for some y E A(g),. Since E E c(A(f)p). we have 
r, E v@(f)) (-no ,< n < no>. 
Since zo E IV;; (F, g). we have d(z,? A(g)) < r-2 for n 3 0, and by (2.9)(2) 
2, E v(W) (n > 0). 
Thus, by (2.8) we have (a)(i). 
To see (a)(ii) suppose gk(@) + Z’ E A(g)g as k + DC (take a subsequence if 
necessarily). Obviously, &jk(lC), Sk (9) + 0 and so g”(Z) --) E’ as k t 00. Since, for 
k > 0, 
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the left side of the above inequality is a constant for Ic large enough. Since 
Qz”g~(G,V& 9,) c Lx” (&%g) 
and {W&(6, g)}GEncg), is a continuous family of @-disks, we have 
Gig” (GKO G 9)) - Kc rr,:,~&(Z’,g) (iE + cc) 
=FO(ES(Z’,g)) =F(ES(Z’,g)). (2.10) 
Suppose that (a)(n) does not hold, and then we derive a contradiction. By the assump- 
tion there is v E T,,,W”, (y, g) such that 
2, $ FO(J+(,-, 9,) > 1141 = 1 
since dim~“(&(,I, g)) = dimT,,W&(~,g). Write 
v=v”+v”EF0(ES(S,g))G9P0(EU(k,g)). 
Then, IIw’jI # 0. By Proposition 2.8(2) (b) and (c), for Ic > 0 
IIGIglc(41J g WSll~ JJkwJI b ~,“ll~“ll # 0, 
from which 
!I %g”W Dzogkb”) IIDxagk(~“)II - I Dzogk(~“)II = IID~“gk(ws)II < xfk ~~ws~~ 
llDzogk(~“)/l 
) o cIc ---) m>
ll’u”ll 
Since 
II Daogkb”) I Dzogk(v”)II /I= 1 and d(g”(zo),z;) -+ 0 (k + cc>, 
we can suppose 
Since E(g) is continuous and 
we have 
llvll = 1, v E F”(S(Z’,g)). 
By (2.11) 
&g” (v) 
IIDzos”(~“)lI 
-+E (k-tco), 
(2.11) 
and by (2.10) 
V E K c F”(ES(zt,g)), 
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and so 
P(EU(s’, g)) n P(E’(z’; 9)) # (O)? 
which contradicts 
E”(Zl,g) nES(2,~) = (0). 
Therefore, (a)(ii) was proved. 
(b) is checked as follows. Take Z = (2,) f A!& satisfying d(~-~~ y-,) < rz (n 3 0) 
for some g E A(g)g. Since d(~_~,y-~) < TZ and y-n E A(g) for n 2 0, we have 
d(L, A(g)) < 3, and by (2.9)(2) 
z, E v(A(f)) (n G no). 
Thus, by (2.8) we have (b)(i). 
To see (b)(ii) suppose that gPk(yU) + Z2 E A(g)g. Then, g-“(E) + Z2. By (2.9)(3) 
g(lqG9)) c W(&7(~Lg) (“E 4g)J. 
Since 
(2.12) 
If (b)(ii) does not hold, then there exists wo E TzOW& (y, g) such that ~0 $! P”( E” (Z, g)) 
and Ilq,ll = 1. By (2.12) there exists ‘~1 f T,_,W&(@-‘(g,g) such that D,_,g(wi) = ~0. 
Repeating this manner, for k 2 1 we can find ‘trk E Tz_k W:) ($-“(9, g) satisfying 
&_,g(%) = uk-1. Put 
Uk = vi +TJ; E PO(ES(y-k(E),g)) cIP(E”(g-k(zj!g)). 
Since D~-k(5)y~@($P’“(Z), g) is injective, we have 
Dz_,g($) = G-1, L,g(4) = 4_, . 
By Proposition 2.8(2) 
Ibill 3 ew;II? IbJ~II 6 ~::ll~,ull 
for k > 0. Since 11w$11 # 0, we have IIu~II # 0 (lc > 0) and 
From these facts, in the same way as the proof of (a)(ii) we have 
P”(E5(22,g)) rP(E”(Z*,~)) # {O}, 
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which is a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 2.10. Let ~0 and r2 be as above, Uj( f) be as in Lemma 2.9 and 24 (f) 
and r1 with 0 < 2rl 6 r2 satisfy Lemma 2.7 for r2. Zf g E We(f) = UI (f) fl U3(f), 
then g satisjes the strong transversal@ if and only ij for fj E fl(g)g and II: = (x~) E 
FJ, (n(g), g) with x0 E W’(g, g), there exist IF = (2,) E A(g)g and 5i > 0 such that 
(a) d(z-,,Z-,) < r2 (n > O), 
tb) &Y=Y~),~“(~) G r;! and 5% E Wz(9%),g), 
Cc> &g”(Tz,&(%g)) + Tz,Iq,(GW,g) = Tz,M. 
Proof. First we show “only if” part. For g E We(f) take f = (vn) E Q(g)g and 
Z = (2,) f &, (A(g), g) satisfying z0 E IV’@, g). Since Z E @, (A(g), g), there is 
Z= (2,) E A(g)9 satisfying (a) by Lemma 2.7. 
Since 20 E W’(%,g), we have d(z,, y,) -+ 0 as n 4 co. Thus (b) holds for E large 
enough. Since r2 < ~0, obviously x0 E W,“,(Z,g) and x, E W’&(Zj’(~,g). By the 
assumption g satisfies the strong transversality. Therefore we have (c). 
To give the proof of “if” part, take and fix g E We(f), G E A(g),, c E O(g)g and 
x E W”(G,g)~W(~,g). Choose E = (xn) E A49 such that 20 = 2 and d(x_%,~_,) + 
0 (n + co). 
If IC E A(g), then we have y E A(g)g. This follows from the fact that x E W”(W, g) r? 
W(g,g). Since g has no cycles, we have Z E A(g),, and so W”(G,g) and W(g,g) 
meet transversally at x for 2. 
To obtain the conclusion for the case x $! A(g), for E > 0 small enough we fix 
mt,mz b 0 satisfying d(x-,,_k,~_,,_k) < E (k 3 0) and x,, E W’~(~m2($,g). To 
conclude the proposition it is enough to prove 
D gm’+mz(Tz_,, z-m, W(9-mW),g>) + TzmZW(?m*(5),g) = G_,M. (2.13) 
Since ul E A(g)g and C~(X_~,W_,) + 0 as n + co, by (2.7) we can find m E Z 
satisfying y”(Z) E F$(A(g),g). Thus, by the assumption there exist Z E A(g)g and 
?i > 0 such that 
(a’> d(zm--n.,z-,) 6 t-2 (n > O), 
(b’) &j”+“(Z),~m+“(~) < r2 and X,+W E lV&($m+“(~,g), 
cc’) &,g”(G~w,uO(%g)) + Tz,+nW:0(5m+n($J,g) = Tz,++jM. 
Then we have 
D g “-*, mr+m+n(T,_,IW,U(g-m’(~),g)) + Tzm+,W:o(~m+n(i&g) 
= T M. %I++% (2.14) 
Indeed, let p(A(f)f) be as in 2.8. Since d(xm+, z_,) < r2 and d(x_,, +, w_~: +) 6 
E < r:! for n > 0, we have by Lemma 2.9(b) 
(i) F”(Z) E v(A(f)f) II Mg form < m, and 
Tz,P,“,(%g) = ~“(~(Z’YZ),g)), 
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(ii) F”(E) E v(A(f)f) n Mg for iii < -ml, and 
Tz_7,1,W:(g--m’(q,g) = Tz_,,lilC)(?--m’(q,g) = qE”(FV):g)). 
Thus, letting E = T,_,, W~(~-m’ (6), g) 
D g z - 7,L , 7n1+m+‘(E) = D,,g”(D,_,,g”‘+“(E)) 
= D~mg~(DZ_m,gm~+m(~o(~(~-‘ni(5),g)))) 
_- 
= Dz,gn(~“(~(i7W,g))) 
= Dz,g”(TzP’;,(Zg)). 
Therefore, by (c’) we have (2.14). 
As the point jj was a member in O(g)g, we can take a basic set A’(g) satisfying 
v E A’(g)g. Let TM(n’(g), = F(g) $ F”(g) be the hyperbolic splitting. Write s = 
dim FS(%, g) and choose a subspace Gt c Tx,,M satisfying 
GI @ {Dz_,,gm’+YE) n Tz7,,2~:(YY~,g)} = Dz_7n,gm’+mz(E). (2.15) 
Obviously, 
GI n Tz~z~S(FY~>g) = (0). 
To obtain (2.13) it suffices to show 
dimGt =dimM-s. (2.16) 
If we establish (2.16), then we have (2.13): 
D gVU+m2 
z-m, (E) +Tz~z~S(g”2(~>g) 1 Gt @TzJC(Y’Y$‘,g) = T+M 
since 
dimGt + dimT+ W~(~“‘(~,g) = dimM. 
To show (2.16) choose a subspace G2 c T,,+,M satisfying 
G2 CE { D,_m,gm’+m+“(E) n Tzm+,w:o (9m+n(i7Lg)} 
= LA__, g 
ml+m+fi(E), 
Then, 
dim G2 + dim{ D,_,, g ml+m+n(E) n T,,+,,W& (Zj”+“(g, g)} 
= dim Dz_m,gm’+m+‘(E), 
and by (2.14) 
dimD,_,,g ml+m+c(E) + s 
- dim{D,__,g”‘+m+“(E) ~IT,,+,W~~(~~+~(~),~)} = dimM, 
(2.17) 
and thus 
dimGz=dimM-s. 
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If m2 < m + Vi, then there is Gi c E such that 
D g z-m, ml+m+n(G;) = G2. 
Since 
g m+“-m2(~s(?Y~>g)) c Iq&“+“(%g) 
and m2 6 m + ii, we have by (2.17) 
D gml+m2 
Z--m, (G;) n &K(?‘Y%g) = (0) 
Thus, 
dim M - s > dim Gt > dim D,_,, gm’+mz (Gi) 2 dim D,_,, gm’+m+n (Gi) 
=dimGZ=dimM-s. 
Therefore, (2.16) holds for the case m2 < m + ?i. 
We show (2.16) for the case m2 > m + 5. Since g E We(f), g is close to f with 
respect to the C-topology. Thus, for the basic set A’(f) we can apply 2.8(2). Then we 
have a continuous splitting 
TrqV(A’(f),) n Mg = FS(g) @P(g). 
By (2.9)(l) we have 
g -m+n(,_) E Q(A’(f)f) n M, 
since @jm+“(Z),~m+n(~) < r2 and c E A’(g)s. Thus, by Lemma 2.9(a) we have 
g -,+fi+“(q E B(A’(f)r) n M, (?z b 0) 
since zm+% E IVJz(Fm+’ (2, g). Then it is checked that 
(a) D,,+,g mz-m--n(G2) n ~“(~S(2jm2(?Z),g)) = {0}, 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(b) Dz,+_gm2-m-nlG2 is injective. 
Indeed, by (2.18) we have Fm+n+n (E) E V(N(f)f) n 111, for 0 6 n 6 m2 - m - ?i, 
and by Proposition 2.8(2) (b) and (c) 
D x,+fig 
mz-m-ypO(p(gm+n 
mg))) c ~“(F”(i7Y~~,g)), 
(2.20) 
D xm+,g 
m*--m--ii(~O(~(gm+ii 
mg))) = ~(F”(rv4>g)). 
For w E G2 with ()u~I # 0, put 
2/ = ‘us + 7J” E ~O(FS(gm+fi(E),g)) @r=O(F”(gm+“i(E),g)). 
Since s”+“(Z) E RNf)f) n j% and x,+, E IV&(gm+“(@),g), we have by 
Lemma 2.9(a) 
Fo(qgm+ii 
(%g>> = %%+,~:O(~m+“(~>g)> 
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and so IIw”I( # 0. Since Ds,,+~gm2--m-~I~o(~(~m+” (E), g)) is injective, we have 
D I,,+* gm2-m-n(w”) # 0. 
Thus (2.19)(a) holds. By (2.20) 
D 27lL+,_, gm2--m--n(v) = Dz,+,gm2--m--7L(d) + Dzm+~gmz--m--n(u”) # 0, 
from which (2.19)(b) holds. 
By using (2.19) we derive our requirement. Since GZ c D,_,, gml+m+n(E) and 
ml - m - ii > 0, we have 
D xm++ig m2--m-n(Gz) c Dz_,,,gm~+mZ(E). 
Since Gm2(Z) E v(A’(f),) n Mg by (2.18) and 
5% E WFWJ) C V#YF)>g) C K,(P(W), 
by Lemma 2.9(a) 
~~mZW(Sm2(~,g) = ~zm2w:“(YW,g) = F0(FS(g”2(z),g)), 
and by (2.19)(a) 
D Pz-m-n zWI+ii (G2WLz~,S(Gm2(~,9) = (0). 
Since Dzm+,Lgm~--m--n (G2) C D-,,gm’+m2(E), we have by (2.15) 
dimGl 3 dim Dz,+Egm2--m--n(G2), 
and by (2.19)(b) 
dimQ%+,g m*-m-n(G2) = dimG2 = dimM - s. 
Therefore, (2.16) holds. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 
The results stated in the previous sections will be used to prove our main theorem. 
Let a differentiable map f satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality. As remarked 
before the number of basic sets of f was 1. Since f has no cycles, we put in order the 
basic sets such that 
{w”(W), f) - WI> n ws(4(f)> f) # 0 =+ i > j. (3.1) 
Hereafter we introduce this order in the family of basic sets as {At (f ), A,(f): . . . , Al (f )}. 
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Let ~1 < r2 < EO be as in Proposition 2.10. If we establish “only if” part of Proposi- 
tion 2.10; for every pair (i, j) with 1 < j < i 6 1 there is a neighborhood W(f) of f 
such that g E W(f) satisfies 
/ 
for FE Aj(g), and ?E E F:, (Ai(g),g) with 20 E Ws(& g) 
there exist Z E Ai( and ii > 0 such that 
( (a) 4x-,, 4 6 r2 (n 2 01, (3.2) 
(b) %“(%?%A) < r-2 and 5% E I+‘;z(?%7),g), 
\ (c) %J=%,Iq~,g)) + %i~:O(?W)>g) = Tz,M, 
then we have the conclusion of the theorem. To do so we prepare several auxiliary 
statements. 
The following lemma extends slightly a result for diffeomorphisms and the proof is 
obtained by running on that of the result. Thus we omit the proof. 
Lemma 3.1 (Guckenheimer, Moser and Newhouse [2] and Smale [16]). Let Wi be a 
compact neighborhood of Ai for 1 < i < 1. Then there exist a family {Mi}fzo 
of compact subsets of M and a sequence {mi}f,, of positive integers such that for 
l<i<1 
(0 &(f) c W c Mi, 
(ii) 0 = MO c MI c . . . cMl=MandM, =WI, 
(iii) f(Mi) c int Mi, 
(iv) fwmz(Mi-,) c Mi, 
(v) Ai c intMi - f-mt(Mi_,) c intW,. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {Ai (f): 1 < i < 1) be the family of basic sets and WO (f) be a 
neighborhood as in Proposition 2.10. For r > 0 there exist a neighborhood l&(f) C 
M&(f) of f and a family { Wi} of compact neighborhoods of Ai (f) (1 < i 6 I) such 
that for g E Vo(f) 
w, n Ws(A,(g),g) c W;(A&),g) (1 6 i < 6 
Proof. Let r > 0 be an arbitrary number. Choose U(f) c We(f) and St > 0 satisfying 
Lemma 2.4 for r. Then we can find Vo(f) c U(f) an a compact neighborhood Wi of d 
Ai such that for g E I&(f) 
Ai C Wi c Ubl(fh(g)) (1 6 i < I). 
To obtain the lemma it is enough to prove that for g E Vu(f), fixing i with 1 < i < 1, 
one has 
W n w’(Ai(g),g) C wb%(Ai(g),g)> (3.3) 
since 
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To see (3.3) let (A4i) and (mi} b e as in Lemma 3.1. Choose Vo( f) such that for 
g E Vo(f) and 1 < i < I 
(a) g(J4) C intM&, 
(b) gm,+’ (f-“z(M_1)) C intkfi_1. 
Then, for g E Vo(f) and II: E int Mi - int Wi 
9 mLfi(~) E intMi_t 
by Lemma 3.1(5) and (b). 
(3.4) 
We suppose that (3.3) does not hold. Then there exist x E Wi n lV(At(g),g) and 
n > 0 such that gn(z) $ IV... Since x E Wi c Mi and g( Mi) c int Mi, we have 
gn(zr) E int Mi - Wi: 
and by (3.4) and (a) 
which contradicts z E W(&(g),g). Therefore, (3.3) was proved. q 
Let q < r2 be as in Lemma 2.10. Hereafter we take and fix Vo(f), {Wz}, {Mi} and 
(m,} for which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) l+(f) and {Wi} satisfy Lemma 3.2 for ~1~ 
(b) h(g) c JJG c UTl(k(g)) for g E VO(~) and 1 6 i 6 1, 
(c) {M%) and {mi} satisfy Lemma 3.1, 
(d) g(Mi) c int Mi for g E V&f), 
(e) glm++l (fry~fi-I)) c int M- 1 fur g E l.&(f). 
(3.5) 
Lemma 3.3. Let F:, (Ai( g) be thefundamental domain ofW,U, (A;(g),g)for I 6 i < 
1. With the above notations, there exist a neighborhood VI (f) C l&(f) and kl > 0 such 
that for g E V~I (f) and 2 < i < I 
gk” (FJ, (M&g)) c inthf4. 
Proof. If this is false, then we can find 2 6 i 6 1 such that for k > 0 there exist 
gk E v0c.f) d an lc’ f F?, (Ai( gk) such that gk(z”) $ int M_ 1 and gk converges to 
f in the F-topology. Since gk (Mi_1) c int Mi-, , we have 
g;c”(z”> $! int Mi_, (0 < ~2 < k). 
If Xk 3 x as k -+ 00, then 
f”(x) $ intMi_t (n > 0). 
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Since A,(f) C int A&t for 1 < j 6 i - 1 by Lemma 3.1, we have 
5 E u WS(A3(f)J). 
i<j<l 
Since Xk E F;, (h($‘k),gk), by (2.1) 
x E C’, (h(f), .f) C w”(h(f), f) - h(f). 
Thus we have 
x E {w”(Ai(f),f) -Ai(.f)}nw’(Aj(.f),.f) 
for some j with i 6 j. This contradicts the order given in (3.1). 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let &(f), {WZ}, {Mi} and {mi} b e as in (3.5). For 6 > 0 there exist a 
neighborhood V*(f) C l&(f) and kz > 0 such thatfor g E Vz(f) and 2 < i < I 
g”*(W - Ub(W;,(h(g),g))) c intMi-1. 
Proof. If this is false, then we can find 2 6 i < 1 and S > 0 such that for k > 0 there 
exist gk E vo(f) and Xk E wi - ub(w;, (Ai( gk)) such that &(x”) $ int &f-t and 
gk converges to f in the C’-topology. If xk -+ x as k ---t oc), as the proof of Lemma 3.3 
we have 
Since x E Wi, by Lemma 3.2 
z E I% n u w”(Aj(f), 1) = II4 n w’(Ai(f), f) c I?, (Ai( f) 
i<j<l 
Therefore, for k > 0 large enough 
Xk E %$‘I?, (Ai(~k,,~k)), 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Let rI and r2 be as in Lemma 2.10. Then they have the relation 0 < 2q < r2 < ~0. 
Let Ye(f) be as in (3.5). We define a set & (Ai( g) as in (2.6) for g E Va(f) and 
Ai( Let ?(A,(f)f) satisfy 2.8 for Ai( Then, for g E Vo(f) 
F:, (Ai(g),g) c intv(A4.0.f) n Mg. (3.6) 
Indeed, take Z = (x~) E @, (Ai (g), g). Obviously Z E Mg, and so it is enough to show 
h E int c(Ai(f)f). By the definition of @(Ai(g),g) we have x_, E W:,(A,(g),g) 
for n > 0, and so d(spn,Ai(g)) < ~1. Let V(A,(f)) and no be as in (2.8). Since 
4x-n, Ai(g)) < r-1 < r2 for n 3 0, by (2.9)(2) 
x-~ E intV(A,(f)) (-no < n < no), 
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and by (2.8) 
E E intV(Ai(f)f), 
and therefore (3.6) was obtained. 
Let g E &(f). For 1 6 j < i < 1, k > 0, al 2 0 and (~2 3 0, define 
N(i,j,k.a,,az) 
= (2 E & (F,uI (A&&g)): 5 E MlJ, %Ic+n E V(Aj(f)) (0 6 n. 6 no), 
21c+n,, E Kx(WI (Aj(g,>g)>}. (3.7) 
Then there are El > 0 and E2 > 0 such that 
(a) N(i,j,k,G,W c k(&(f).f) n J&, 
(3.8) 
(b) gkino(N(i,j, k,ciI,Ez)) c ?(A,(.f):) nMg. 
Indeed, (a) is clear by (3.6). To see (b) take E = (zn) E N(i, j, k, aI, ~2). Since zkfno E 
Ucy,(W~, (Aj(g), g)) and ~1 < ~2, we have d(~k+~“, Aj(g)) < 73 for ~2 small enough, 
and by (2.9)(2) 
~li+n,j+n E I+,(f)) (0 6 n < no). 
Since zktn E V(A,(f)) for 0 < n < no, we have 
Zlc+nO+n E I+,(f)) (-no < n 6 0). 
Thus, (b) holds by (2.8). 
For g E Vu(f) let 
T@+i(f),) n k& = g(g) $ g;(g) 
be an extended splitting satisfying Proposition 2.8. Fix i with 1 < i < 1. For d = (zn) E 
C(Ai(f)f) fl Mg let F be a subspace of TX,44 with dimF = dimE,U(g). Then we can 
define 
LsUp(F.PO(E;(z,g))) = sup{ H: WI E F”(@(Z,g)) - {O}, 
w2 E ~“(&Z:g)), wI + w2 E F 
1 
. 
Linf(F,P”(@(ZC,g))) = inf{ k: wr E ~“(E~(Z,g)) - {0}, 
~2 E ~“(@(E,g)), wl + w2 E F 
Obviously, 
L,,,(F,~“(@(Z,g))) = 0 u F = ~“(@(Z,g)), 
4nf(F,~“(~:(%g))) > 0 M F GE ~“(&E, g)) = T,,M, 
~!,qr(F,~~(@(E>g))) =Linl(F,FiO(~~(~,g)))-‘. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let no be as in (2.8) and iSI an 52 be as above. For k > 0 there exist al with 
0 < cq < El, CX~ with 0 < cy2 6 012, ~3 > 0, p > 0 and a neighborhood Q(f) c Vo(f) 
such that for g E V3(f) and 1 < j < i 6 1 if Z = (z,) E N(i,j, k, ~1, CQ) and a 
subspace Ez of T,,M have the following properties (i) and (ii): 
(i) dim Eg = dim &‘(Z, g), 
(ii) &r(Ee, ~“(E,“(Z, g))) < ~3, 
then there exists Fg c Ez with dim Fz = dim E;(g) such that 
(a) dim DzOg”+““(F~) = dim E;(g), 
@) Li,f(D,,S”‘““(F~),~o(~j(~~t’Lo(~))g))) 2 P. 
Proof. If this is false, then there are 1 < j < i 6 1 and k > 0 such that for m > 0 
there exist gm E Vu(f), P’ E N(i,j,k, l/m, l/m) and EP c T,?M such that gm 
converges to f in the C-topology and 
(i) dimEgm = dim&‘(P,g,), 
(ii) L,,,(E~m,~“(E~(~m,g,))) < l/m, 
(iii) for F+ c Ezm with dim Fzm = dim Ey(g,), one of (a) and (b) holds: 
(a) dimD,om_g~2+720(F~,) < dim Ey(g,), 
(b) iinf(~~~g~Ro(F~~),~o(~~(~~nU(~m),g~))) < l/m. 
If zi? + Ic as m ---) co, then Z? E Mf. Let rt, r2 and EO be chosen as above. 
Since EC” E N(i,j, k, l/m, l/m), we have ZrZ E N(i,j, k,O, 0), and by (3.8)(b) and the 
definition of N(i, j, k, 0,O) 
fl”+““(Z) E v(Aj(f)f) n Mf, Zli+no E K, (K f) c Wg (5 f) 
for some 1J E Aj(f)f. Then, by Lemma 2.9(a) we have 
T Z,+,,~:“(@,f) = ~“(q(P+nO(W)). 
Since Z E N(i,j, k,O,O), we have Z E FJ,(Ai(f),f). By Lemma 2.7 there exists 
t= (&) E A(f), such that d(zn, z-,) < r2 for 72 3 0. Thus, by Lemma 2.9(b) 
2 E +&(f)f) n n/l,, T,,W;‘(Z,f) = F’(@(Z,f)). (3.9) 
Since f satisfies the strong transversality, we have 
DzOfk+no(P(@(z, f))) + P(E;(jk+no(q, f)) 
= &Jk+no (TzoI%o (2, f,) + Tzk+nOIJ?O (5 f) = Z,+n,M. 
Thus there exists a subspace Fg c FO(k,“(Z, f)) such that 
(a’) dimD,of”+nO(F~) = dimF2 = dimEjU(f), 
(b’) Li”~(D,,f”+no(F~),~o(~~(fk’no(~), f))) > 0. 
Since Q(P, gm) --) @(E, f) as m -+ 03, we have by (ii) and (3.9) 
Ez- + p”@,u(C f)) = Tz,Xo(Z f), 
and so there is a subspace Fz- c E2m such that 
dim F- 2m = dimEy(g,) = dimEy(f), F+ -+ Fz (m + CQ). 
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Without loss of generality we suppose that dim D,rgm Ic+~O (F+) is a constant for 772 > 0, 
and that 
Dz,-g&+,+““(F+) + K (m + a). 
Then, K > DZ, f k+no(Fz). If (iii)(a) holds for F& , then 
dim DzOf”+““(F?) < dim K < dimE,U(f), 
which contradicts (a’). Thus, 
dim K = dim E,“(f) = dim Dzoflc+no( F?) 
and (iii)(b) holds for F+, and so 
K = D,,J”+““(F& Li”f(K,P’(Ej (flkfno(Z), f))) = 0, 
which contradicts (b’). 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let r1 < rp, be as above and {Mi} satisfy (3.5). Then, for k > 0 there are 
cy_1 > 0, (~3 > 0 and V3 (f) as in Lemma 3.5 such that for g E &(f), if 2 = (zn) E 
BCY, (FT”, (Ai(g)>g)) ” Mg and Ez c T,, M satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) dim E,: = dim &(Z, g), 
(ii) &,(E~,~“(@(Z, 9))) < ~3. 
(iii) there are A?(g) with j < i and @ E Aj(g), such that 20 E W’(y, g), 
(iv) zk in z = (c&) belongs to int Mj for j satisfying (iii), 
then there exists ?i > 0 such that 
(a) &“(Z),l7”(9) < r2 and G E W:2(C7L(9,g), 
(b) Dz,g”(E5) + Tz,W&(?%&g) = Tz,M. 
Proof. For k > 0 there are (~1, CQ, ~3, p and Vs(f) satisfying Lemma 3.5. Take g E 
v3(fL II: = (4 E &(@,(Mdd n Mg and Es which satisfy the assumptions 
(i)-(iv). First we show that Z and Ez satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 3.5 for k. 
Clearly the conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.5 hold by the assumptions (i) and (ii). To 
see Z E N(i,j, k,al, ~2) let {Wi}, {Mi} and {mi} satisfy (3.5). By Lemma 3.1(5) and 
(3.5)(e), if 2 E int Mj-int Wj, then grnJ+’ (x) E int Mj_ 1. Since za E Ws(g, g) for some 
y E Aj(g),, it follows from (3.5)(d) that zkfm,+t $! Mj-1, and so xk $ int Mj -int Wj. 
Thus, Xk E int W, and by 3.2 
Xk E W”(~j(dj9) n wj c w;, (~hdd$ 
Let v(4 VI) an d no satisfy (2.8). Since g(W,S, (A,(g), g)) c W,S, (Aj(g), g) and rt < r2, 
we have by (2.9)(2) 
xk+m E w;,(A,(g),g) C W;&%(g)>g) C I+,(f)) (m 2 0). (3.10) 
Obviously, Xk+n,, E Uaz(WJ,(Aj(g),g)), and so 
n: E N(i,j, k,al,Qz). 
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For g E I’s(f) we checked all the conditions of 3.5 for /c. Thus there exists a subspace 
Fz c Ez such that dim Fj = dim E:(g) and 
dimD,,g”+no(F5) = dim ET(g), 
Li*f(D,,g”‘no(F~),~o(~~(~~‘no(&):g))) 3 p, 
from which 
D,Ogk+“o(Fz) @~“(~;(~‘+no(Z),g)) = Tzlc+_M. 
Let c(A,(f)f) b e as in Proposition 2.8. Since 55 E N(i, j, k, crl, a~), by (3.8)(b) 
2jk+“o(Z) E V(Aj(f)f) n h/r,. 
By (3.10) we have zl~+~~ E IV& (2, g) for some Z E Aj(g),, and by Lemma 2.9(a) 
9 --Ic+no+m(E) E V(A,(f)f) n hfg (7~2 0). (3.11) 
Thus, from the technique used to see (2.19) it follows that D,,+,ogmlDzogk+no(F~) is 
injective for m 2 0, and so 
D,0gk+no+m(F5) @~“(~(~‘+no+m(Z),g)) = Tzk+nO+mM. (3.12) 
Since CEO E IV’@, g), we can find mo 3 0 such that, letting ?i = k + no + mo, 
~(p(q,P(~) < 7-2 and 2, E W3 (SA(i$g). 
Then, by (3.11) we have s”(Z) E c(A,(f),) n Ms, and by Lemma 2.9(a) 
Tz,~&(~“(~,g) = ~“(-%(??4,g)). 
Therefore, by (3.12) 
Lemma 3.7. Let q, 7-2 and EO be as above. Then, for k > 0 there is V3( f) as in 
Lemma 3.5 such thatfor g E V3(f) ifZ = (x~) E @l(A,(g),g) satisfies x0 E W’@,g) 
for some j with j < i and c E Aj(g),, and if 51~ E int Mj, then (3.2) holds. 
Proof. Let Ic satisfy all the assumptions of the lemma. We remark that g E V3(f) C 
Vo(f) C ho. s ince 55 E &(Ai(g),g), by Lemma 2.7 there exists Z E Ai( such 
that 
d(~-~, z-,) < r2 (n > 01, 
and so (3.2)(a) was obtained. 
To see (3.2)(b)(c) we use Lemma 3.6 for E and EZ where Eg = T,,W,U,(Z,g). To do 
so we must check all the conditions of Lemma 3.6. Let at and CY~ be as in Lemma 3.6 
for k > 0. By the assumptions, 
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S E ?, (Md,g) c go, (@, (AiWg)) n M,, Ez c Tz,,M, 
20 E W’(y,g) for some g f Aj(g),, xk E int MJ. 
The conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.6 is checked as follows. Since d(z_,! z-,) < r2 
for n 3 0 and I? E Ai(g we have by Lemma 2.9(b) 
Ez = P”(@(Z,g)), 
and thus 
dim Ej = dim @(E, g), &,(Ej:,~“(@(Kg))) = 0 6 ~3. 
The conditions (i) and (ii) were checked. Therefore we have (3.2) (b) and (c) by 
Lemma 3.6. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let r1 < r2 < EO be as above, v(Aj(f),) satisfy Proposition 2.8 and 
Q(f), {IV, } be us in (3.5). Then, for positive numbers PI, ,& and y there exist a 
n$ghborhood Vd(f) c l&(f) and 63 > 0 such that for g E I’d(f) iJ for ?Z = (x~) E 
WA, (f)f) ” J-C/, a subspuce FZ c T,,M satisfy the following conditions: 
(0 20 E KY, (W, Vj (9), 9)) n M/,, 
(ii) dim F? = dim E;(g), 
(iii) ii,f(Fg,P’(,!Y?j(Z,g))) 3 7, 
then 
(a) ifzo E kP(Aj(g),g) then there exists fj E Aj(g), such that 
(1) 20 E W,s,(Y,9)> 
(2) F5 @ G,W& 6% g) = Tz,M 
(b) ifzo $ W(A,(g),g) then there exists m > 0 such that 
(1) P(E) E &&, (Aj(g), g)) n Mg, 
(2) dim Dz,g”( Fz) = dim F?, 
(3) ~su,(D,,gm(F~).P”(E3U(9”“(~), 9))) < P2. 
Proof. Choose 721 > 0 such that 
where diam M = sup{d(z, y): z, y E M). Take nz as in Lemma 2.3 for 121. Then we 
can find ,8{ > 0 and V’(f) c VO (f) such that for g E V’(f) 
d(z, 9) < Pi * d(g”(z), Sk(y)) < min 
r I 
$, ~1 (0 < k < 2n1 + n2). (3.13) 
By Lemma 2.6 there are SZ > 0 with SZ 6 TI and U(f) c V'(f) such that for g E U(f) 
W, (4 (g) > 9) ” O,, [G; (FT”, (4 (9) 19) -“I) > 4 Cd] = u6z (4 Cd). 
Here the notation 0; [S, A(g)] is defined as in (2.3). Let A, SO with 60 6 62 and V(f) c 
U(f) be as in Lemma2.1 for ~1. Since W~,(A~(g),g)f~W,“l(A~(g),g) = Aj(g), we can 
find 0 < 60 < SO and Vd( f) c V(f) such that for g E Vd( f) 
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u5o(~j(d) 1 {x E M: ~(~,W,S, (4(d,g)) G $0, 
d(? w, (4kh9)) 6 so}. (3.14) 
Then we can suppose that for 1 < j < 1 
wj = n &&Mg)): g E V(f)} (3.15) 
(take IV, and Lb(f) small enough if necessarily). We take Xt as in Proposition 2.8 and 
choose N > 0 such that 
Put 
63 = XNs 0. 
To obtain the conclusion of the lemma take g E V4 ( f ) . For Z E c ( Aj (f) f) n n/ir, let 
Fz satisfy the assumptions (i)-(iii). 
To see (a) if zo E W’(Aj(g), g), then 20 E Wj and by Lemma 3.2 
x0 E w, n WS&(g)lg> c W,s,(A,(g)1g>. 
Thus there exists 1J E Aj(g), such that 
20 E w,s, (Y, 9). 
Since Z E v(A,(f)f) n n/r and ICO E W,S, (@, g) c W& (y, g), by Lemma 2.9(a) 
~z,W”,(~,g) = ~“(-q(‘c”,g)). 
Thus we have (a)(2): 
F5 CBT,,W~~(~,~) = Fj: @P”($Z,g)) = T,,,Ivl. 
Therefore, (a) was proved. 
(b) is checked as follows. Since za E UJ, (W,S, (Aj(g), g)) n Wj and Wj c Uz&Aj(g)) 
by (3.15), we have 
~$0, W,, (Mg), g)) G 63 < 80, 
and by (3.14) 
zo E &,(Mg))~ 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1 
+o, W’, (Ajkh)) G 800, 
+I, W,s, (A&&g)) < X-‘+o, W;, &(g,,g)) < x-l63 < i-N63 < so, 
+a, W;, &(s,,s)) < X+o, WJ, (Md,g)) < x50 G $00, 
and by (3.14) we have ZI E UhO(Aj(g)). Repeating this manner, we have that for 1 < 
k<N 
d(zk, W,s, &(g), g)) < x-“63 < I-NS3 < $00, 
(3.16) 
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and so XN E UhO(flj(g)). Since &I 6 62, we have 
XN E US,, ( nj (9)) c u6z (A, (9)) 
cW;,(MLg) uo,,[ci,;(F,“I(n,(g)~~)-~‘),A,(g)]. 
Since ~0 $ W’s(A,(g)T g) by the assumption of (b), we have XN $ Ws(Aj(g), g), and so 
IcN E o,, [&+,“I (Aj(g,?g)-“‘),A,(g,]. 
Thus there exists N’ > 0 satisfying 
(1) xN+N' E ufi;(F;, (MgLg)-“I)> 
(3.17) 
(2) XN+k E u2r, (A&,) (0 < k 6 N’). 
T&e Y E F:, (4 (g), glen’ such that d(y? XN+N~) 6 pi, and choose y = (yk) E n/r, 
such that ye = y and d(y_k, z-k) < t-1 (k > 0) for some Z = (zk) E Aj(g). Then, 
Y-k E M?, (F-“(h) C w;, (A&h) (k 3 0). 
By Lemma 2.3 there is nt 6 n < n2 satisfying gn(y) E F:, (Aj(g), g). As the integer n 
we choose the smallest integer. Then 
Yk E w,, (Aj(d,g) (0 < k < n), 
and so 
G”(g E FJ, (M&g) 
Since d(y, XN+N’) < ,f$, we have 
d(g”(y), XN+N/+k) < ; (0 < k < 2nl + 122). 
Since nt < n 6 n2, from the choice of nt it follows that 
4gN+N’+n (%SY~) G PI. 
chum, ~N+N’+n - 
(z) E Q, CFTU, (4(g), 9)) n % and therefore (b)(l) was proved. Put 
m = N + N’ + n. If we have 
Ck(4 E v&(f)f) n Ivr, (0 < k < m), (3.18) 
from the technique used to show (2.19) it follows that Dz,g”lF~ is injective. Therefore, 
dim D,,g”(Fz) = dim Fz, and so (b)(2) holds. 
To show (3.18) let V(A,(f)) an no satisfy (2.8). Since Z E ?(Aj(f)f), we have d 
Xk E V(A,(f)) for -no 6 k < no. Since 
d(Xk> I’+‘;, &(s,,g)) < $0, d(%I’I?, (A&&g)) 6 30 
for 0 < k < N by (3.16), we have 
Xk E v@,(f)) (0 G k < N) 
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(take & small enough if necessarily). By (3.17)(2) 
xN+k E VW (n,(9)) c u&i(9)) (0 < k < N’), 
and by applying (2.9)(2) 
xN+k E v&(f)) 
From (3.13) and the fact 
d(gk(!& xN+N’+k) 
(0 < k < N’). 
that d(y, XN+NJ) < Pi, 
< r1 (0 < k 6 2n1 +nz). 
Since Yk E w:j(Aj(g),g) for 0 6 k 6 n, clearly d(g”(?f),Aj(g)) 6 r1 (0 G k G a), 
and so 
xN+N’+k E u2r, (A,(9)) c ‘%, (n,(f)) (0 < k < 72). 
By using (2.9)(2) again 
xN+N’+k E v(-‘$(f)) (0 6 k < n. + 720). 
Thus we have xk E V(Aj(f)) for -no 6 k < m + no. By (2.8) we have (3.18). 
It only remains to see (b)(3). Since D,,g”lF2 is injective, for ‘u E DzOg”(Fj.) - (0) 
there exists V E Fj: - (0) satisfying Dz,g”(V) = v. Put 
U = w2 + WI E qq(~~(qg)) @~O(z;(~~(z),g)), 
E= GJ2 + El E qq(E,g)) EqE;(“,g)). 
Since Linf(F5, PO(E,“(S, 9))) 3 y by the assumption (iii), we have 
and so 
11~111 # 01 
1157211  - 6 -. 
Il~lll Y 
Since Fk(Z) E ?(Aj(f),) n Mg for 0 < k < m, we have by Proposition 2.8(2) that 
~!?2p(Z, g) (cr = s, u) is DC”-invariant, and so 
D zo9m(m) = Wl, lb1 II f 0, &,,P@2) = ~2. 
By using Proposition 2.8(2) again 
Ilw2ll IIGd’Y~2)ll - = 
llw II lI%P@~)ll 
Since ‘u is arbitrary, we have (b)(3). 0 
Proof of Theorem. The integer 1 was the number of basic sets of f. To obtain the 
conclusion of Theorem it is enough to show the existence of a neighborhood satisfying 
(3.2) for every pair (i, j) with 1 < j < i < E. To avoid complication we give the 
proof to the case when L?(f) is decomposed as L’(f) = Al(f) U A,(f) U A,(f) (i.e., 
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1 = 3) because this argument is adapted for the general case. In fact, the pairs (i, j) with 
1 6 j < i < 3 is indicated as {(2, l), (3,2), (3,l)). 
To obtain the conclusion of Theorem for the pairs { (2, l)! (3.2)) we use Lemma 3.7, 
which is a corollary of Lemma 3.5, and the conclusion for the pair (3,l) is derived by 
using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8. Thus the details are divided into Case I and II. 
Let Vi (f) and ki > 0 be as in Lemma 3.3, and choose numbers 
Ql(kl), oz(k), as(k1), p(k) 
and a neighborhood Vs(f; k ) 1 such that Lemma 3.5 holds for ki. Let r-1 < r:! < EO be as 
in Proposition 2.10. 
Case I (i, j) = (2,l) and (3,2). The proof for the case (3! 2) is similar to that for the 
case (2, 1). Thus it is enough to give the proof for (2, 1). 
Let g E Vj(f; ICI). Suppose that Z E @, (A,(g),g) and ICO E W’(@,g) for some 
q E Ai (g)s. Since P”(& (A,(g), g)) c F:, (AZ(g), g), we have by Lemma 3.3 
zk, = gkl(za) E intMi. 
Therefore we have (3.2) by Lemma 3.7. 
Case II (i,j) = (3,l). Let ai( cus(ki) and p(k,) correspond to Pi, & and y of 
Lemma 3.8, respectively. We choose 
X(f) c V3(f;k1) and 63 < QZ(~I) 
such that 
(1) Lemma 3.8 holds, 
(21 gk’(Po(&,(k,)(Q,(A2(g),g)))) c intMi for g E V4(f) 
(take oi(ki) small enough if necessarily), and moreover choose Vz(f) c Va(f) and 
k2 > 0 satisfying Lemma 3.4 for 63. Let m2 > 0 satisfy (3.5) and no > 0 be as in (2.8). 
Put 
lc(3,l) = max{ki + k2 + no, kl + m2 + no + 1). 
Then we can take positive numbers 
QI (k(3,l)) < m(h), m(kP,l,) < a(h), 
m(k(%l,) < m(h), p(W, 1,) < 63, 
and a neighborhood 
V3(f; W, 1)) c V2U-1 
such that Lemma 3.5 is satisfied for k(3, 1). 
To obtain (3.2) let g E &(f;k(3,1)). Let 2 E F,“l(As(g),g) and 50 E W’(@,g) for 
some Q E A, (g)9. By Lemma 3.3 we have zk, E int Mz. Then the following four cases 
exist: 
(A) zlc, $ w2, 
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(c> xk, E w2, xk,+no E w2, ~k,+no $ u&(w;, (n,(9), 9)), 
@I xk, 6 w2, xkl+no E w2, xkl+no E &,(wr”,(~,(g),g)). 
For the cases (A)-(C), (3.2) is obtained by using Lemma 3.7. Indeed, it is enough to 
check that zk(s,J) E int Mr. Since, for x E int iVi.2 - int IV*, 
9 m2+1 (x) E int Mr 
by Lemma 3.1(5) and (3.5)(e), we have for the case (A) 
XkI+mz+l E intM1 
because xk, E intM2 - I%‘,. Since Icr + m2 + 1 6 lc(3, l), by (3.5)(d) we have x~(~,~) E 
int MI. Similarly, the fact that zk1+n,,+m2+i E int Mr holds for the case (B), thus x~(~,~) E 
int Mt. 
For the case (C) we have xk, +no E W2 - Us3 (W,S, (A2 (g), g)), and by Lemma 3.4 
xkl +ks+na E int Ml. 
Since kr + /i~2 + 7~0 < k(3, l), we have xk(s,r) E int Mr. (C) was proved. 
To prove (3.2) for the case (D) we must use Lemma 3.5 for Icr. To do so let v(A,(f)f) 
and V(&(f)) satisfy (2.8) for t = 2,3. Since Z E F,Y, (As(g), g) by the assumption, there 
exists 2 E A3(g)g such that 
d(x-n, 2-n) < 7-2 (n 3 0) 
by Lemma 2.7, and by Lemma 2.9(b) 
z E v(n,(f)f) n Mg, GF,u,(~,9) = ~“(mK9)), 
and so 
dimT,,W,U,(Z,g) = dim&U(IC,g), 
L,“,(T,,W,Uo(~,9):~o(~~(E,9))) = 0 < a3(h). 
Thus the conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.5 was checked for g E V3(f; k(3,l)). To 
use Lemma 3.5 we must check 
ZE N(3,2,Icl,cyl(lcl),CY2(IC1)). 
Since Xk, E W2 by (D), we have xk, E Vr2(&(g)) by (3.5)(b), and by (2.9)(2) 
x/q+n E v@,(f)) (0 < n < no). 
Since z E F,U,(A3(9),9) ad ~k,+~~ E U63(W&(A2(9),9)), we have 
z E ~(W,h,~~(~(3,1)),~3) c N(3,2,iE,,a:l(k,),cl.z(lcl)). 
All conditions of Lemma 3.5 was checked: there exists a subspace F? c T,,W,U,(~, g) 
such that dim Fe = dim E;(g) and 
(a) dimD,,gk~fno(F~) = dimEi(g), 
(b) Linf(~,~gk’+no(F~),~o(~~(~~C’+no(~),g)) 3 /$lci). 
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Since Fkl +no (Z) E ?(A,(f)f) n At& by (3.8)(b), and 
xk,+nci E ub-1 (wr”, (n2(d>g)) ” W2, 
we see that c’cl+no (E), xkj+n,, and a,g Icifno (Fz) satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 3.8. 
However we have zk, +n,, $ w’(n,(g), g) since 20 E Ws(~, g) and 5 E At(g). Thus we 
have Lemma 38(b): there exists m > 0 such that 
(1) g-kcl+no+m 
@) C -i;a,(k,,(F~, (n2(d>!?)) n Mg> 
(2) dimD,,,+nogm(D~,lgklf~o(~~)) = dimD,,gk”tno(F~) = dimEi( 
(3) Lsu!J (&,+n,gm (0,,g”1+n,(F~)),750(E2U(~kl+no+m(~),g))) 6 cys(/c,). 
Since 
gk’ (po(Ea,(kl) (FJ, (n2(g)l 9)))) c int Ml, 
we have by (1) 
From (2) and (3) it follows that Fklcl+nofm(Z) and Dzk,+“ggm(Dzggkl+7Ln(F~)) satisfy 
all the conditions of Lemma 3.6 for Icr, and so there is E’ > 0 such that, letting E = 
(ICI + 120 + m) + 3, 
@7”(W”(fY)) < 7-2 and zti E W& (S’(i& g)! 
&,g”(W + G,qO (if yiq), g) = G,M. 
Since F? c T,, W,U, (2, g), obviously 
&,g”(%,WO(Zg)) +‘&Y&(~“(Q)),g) = Tz,fif. 
As stated above, d(z+, z_,) < r2 for n 3 0, and therefore (3.2) for the case (D) was 
ensured. Consequently, (3.2) was concluded for the case (i, j) = (3,l). 
Therefore every g belonging to a sufficiently small neighborhood of f satisfies the 
strong transversality. 0 
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